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This invention relates to a pin of the Safety
pin variety, and has for one of itS objects to
provide a pin which will lie flat upon the cloth
ing or material With Which it engageS.
5. Another object of the invention is the pro
vision of a sleeve member for securing together
the portions at the joint end of Such a pin in
a simple and economical manner.
Another object of the invention is the pro
O Vision of a Sleeve formed fron. Sheet Stock SO
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(CI. 24-159)
in Figs. 10 and 11 with the sleeve mounted in

Securing position.
In the use of safety pins of the type herein
disclosed and shown in my co-pending appli
cation Ser. No. 600, 145, filed March 21, 1932,
it is desirable to provide a pin which Will lie
flat upon the garment through which it eXtends,
and thus form a less bulky portion, which re
sult is particularly desirable in the use of thin
clothing. In such type of pins it is desirable
to provide two spaced side bars With a tongue
extending between, which bars flex to Some ex
tent as the pin tongue flexes in being moved to
and from desired position, and in order that a pin
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constructed that when folded about the joint
end of the pin that it Wil Secure the parts to
gether by reason of a notch or notches in its
edge.
Another object of the invention is the pro of such general shape may be held in position at
vision of a Safety pin. With the tongue So Con its joint end, I have provided a sleeve Which Will
Structed at its joint end that it Will receive a embrace the two laterally extending portions
greater thickness of the fabric or material of the pin at its joint end with notches to en
gage the pin tongue and an offset portion or
engaged without distortion of the pin.
A further object of the invention is the pro projection to positively prevent lateral spreading 75
Vision of a construction of pin having a joint of the pin in cases where the sleeve might become
end Which Will permit the pin tongue to be open slightly loosened or enlarged, and the friction
to a greater extent Without bending of the on the laterally extending portion released. I
have also provided a pin in which the joint
tongue to set or distort the same.
With these and other objects in view, the in end of the tongue is so formed that it may be 80
Vention consistS of certain novel features of opened to a greater extent than where its joint
construction, as will be more fully described, and end might lie entirely in the plane of the side
particularly pointed out in the appended claims. bars, which construction also permits of the
reception of thicker material without distortion
In the accompanying drawing:Fig. 1 is a perspective view of the pin in closed of the pin eSpecially at its joint end; and the 85
following is a detailed description of the present
position.
Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the pin with embodiment of this invention illustrating the

means by which these advantageous
its tongue in open position and with the secur preferred
results may be accomplished.
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ing sleeve at the joint end removed.
With reference to the drawing, the body por 90
Fig. 3 is a perSpective View of the blanked-out
tion of the pin consists of side bars 15 and 16
Securing member.

SinoWn here as formed from a single piece of
Fig. 4 is a Section on line 4-4 of Fig. 1
Fig. 5 is a Sectional VieW looking at the joint Wire bent to provide a catch 17 between the bars
end of the pin and substantially on line 5-5 of at one end of the body. This catch is offset
Fig. 4

inWardly as illustrated in Fig. 1 to receive the

Fig. 6 is a Sectional WieW on Substantially line point of the pin tongue between the side portions
18 and 19 of the loop catch 17 to protect the
6-6 of Fig. 5
pin point against abraiding the material With
Fig. 7 is a Sectional VieW on Substantially line Which
the pin might engage.
7-7 of Fig. 5
The
Side bar 15 is bent inwardly as at 20
Fig. 8 is a similar view to Fig. 4 illustrating
provide a lateral extending portion which is
a modified form of pin With the tongue pro to
again bent to provide a pin tongue 21 with a
Wided With a loop at its joint end.
point 22, the same being of a length to engage
Fig. 9 is a perSpective fragmental view of the the
catch 17. The side bar 16 is bent inwardly

construction of pin shown in Fig. 8.
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to provide a lateral extending portion 23 and 105
Fig. 10 is a Side elevation of a still differently again bent as at 24 to provide a finger or pro
modified form of pin.
jection which Will lie in close adjacency to the
Fig. 11 is a perspective fragmental view tongue 2.
thereof.
In order that the parts 20 and 23 may be
Fig. 12 is an end view of the structure shown Secured together, I have blanked-out a securing O
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member 25 with notches 26 in its opposite edges
formed with a large portion 27 and Smaller por
tion 28, which securing member 25 I have folded
about portions 20 and 23 to provide a tube 29
embracing these portions with the tongue 21 re
ceived in the larger portions 27 of the notches 26
allowing it some flexibility, and the projection
24 received in the portion 28 of these notches.
The edge of the notches engage the tongue and
projection 24 to prevent lateral Spreading of
the parts, and the pin is thus maintained With
these laterally extending portions 20 and 23 in
alignment.
In Fig. 10 instead of bending the pin tongue
21 from the laterally extending portion 20 to
extend toward the catch, I have so bent it as at

30 as to extend in the first instance away from

the catch and then reversely bend the portion
21 as illustrated in FigS. 10 and 11 to extend
toward the catch. In this construction there

may be received a thicker fabric or more plies

of fabric without distortion of the pin at the
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joint end. The projection 24 is likewise pro
vided on the laterally extending portion 23, and
the tubular sleeve or securing member posi
tioned as above pointed out, the same being
shown in the end view of Fig. 12.
In Figs. 8 and 9 I have provided a large
loop 32, as indicated in these figures, than that in
Figs. 10, 11 and 12 by initially starting the
tongue as at 33 at an angle to the plane of the
side bars and thence backwardly and about the
laterally extending portion 20 and over the same
in a Substantially circular coil and thence have

2. A pin comprising a length of wire bent to
form a body including two side bars, a catch
connecting Said bars at one end, said bai's being 80

bent at the other end to provide portions ex
tending toward and in line with each other at
one end of the body, a flexible pin tongue ex
tending from one of Said portions at an angle
to the plane of the side bars, said tongue being
adapted to be flexed for engagement With Said
catch, and a sleeve member embracing said
aligned portions to hold them in desired posi
tion, Said sleeve having an opening through
which the pin tongue extends.
3. A pin comprising a length of Wire bent to
form a body including tWO side bars bent to
provide portions extending toward and in line
with each other at one end of the body, a pin
tongue extending from one of Said portions, and
With the other aligned portion bent at its ex
tremity to lie along Said pin tongue and a se
Curing member having a notch to receive said
pin tongue and the bent extremity and embrac
ing Said aligned portions to hold them in desired
position.
4. A pin comprising a body having a longitudi
inally eXtending Side bar with a catch at one end
and a laterally extending portion at the other
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end merging into a pin tongue and comprising a 05
part extending at right angles to said portion

and thence bent back across said portion and ex
tending to engage Said catch.

-

5. A pin comprising a body having a longi
extended it in a length to reach the catch for tudinally extending side bar with a catch at One 110

engagement therewith.
40

tween said side bars and embracing said aligned

portions to hold them in desired position.

end and a laterally extending portion at the

In the operation of this pin the side bars 15 Opposite joint end, Said portion merging into a
and 16 flex throughout their length but pri pin tongue and comprisig a part extending gen
marily at a point about one-third the distance erally toward said catch ad thence bent back
from the joint to the catch end as well as the Over Said portion and of a length to engage said 15
tongue 21 flexing in its movement. These flex catch.
ings may be governed by flattening of the tongue 6. A pin comprising a length of Wire bent to

or bars to stiffen it at different points, or other form a body including two side bars, a catch
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Similar manipulation as may be readily under and a pin tongue, aligned portions at one end

stood to one skilled in the art.
Of the Side bars and at right angle thereto, and 120
The foregoing description is directed solely means for maintaining Said side bars in parallel

towards the construction illustrated, but I de
sire it to be understood that I reserve the priv
illege of resorting to all the mechanical changes
to which the device is susceptible, the invention

ism, said means comprising a cylindrical sleeve
Surrounding the aligned portions and coopera

tive abutment means on the sleeve and on the

aligned portions including said pin tongue.

125.

being defined and limited only by the terms of
7. A pin comprising a length of wire bent to
the appended claims.
form
a body including two side bars, a catch
I claim:
connecting the side bars at one end of the body,
1. A pin comprising a length of wire bent to aligned portions at the opposite end of the body,

form a body including two side bars bent at at right angle to each of the side bars, a pin 30
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One end to provide a catch and bent at the tongue extending from one of said portions in a
opposite end to provide portions extending to direction for engaging said catch, the other of
Ward and ill line With each other at one end of Said portions having an upturned end, and a
the body, a flexible pin tongue extending from cylindrical sleeve surrounding both of the

One of Said portions, said tongue normally lying aligned portions and having an opening therein
at an angle to the plane of the side bars and through which the pin tongue and the afore
being adapted to be flexed for engagement with mentioned upturned end extend.

Said catch, and a cylindrical sleeve member be
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